Computerized characterization of mammographic masses: analysis of spiculation.
Although general rules for the differentiation between benign and malignant breast lesions exist, only 10 to 20% of masses referred for surgical breast biopsy are actually malignant. We are developing, as an aid to radiologists, a computerized scheme for the classification of masses appearing on mammograms to reduce the number of false-positive diagnoses of malignancies. The classification scheme involves the extraction of the margin of masses in order to quantify the degree of spiculation, which, in turn, is related to the likelihood of malignancy. When two measures of spiculation are used as input to an artificial neural network, the scheme achieves a performance similar to that achieved when radiologist's spiculation ratings alone are used for a clinical database of 53 masses. The computerized classification scheme therefore has the potential to effectively aid radiologists in determining appropriate patient management.